NOTE:
1. AREA OF FORESHORE WILL REQUIRE DREDGING PRIOR TO COMPLETION OF "TEMPORARY WORKING AREA"
2. EXTENT OF FORESHORE DREDGING NOT ILLUSTRATED - REFER TO CONSTRUCTION PHASING LAYOUT DRAWINGS
3. THIS IS A WORKING DRAFT THAT WILL BE UPATED PRIOR TO COMMENCEMENT OF THE THAMES TUNNEL PROJECT - FOR INFORMATION EXCLUDING THE TIMESCALE FOR COMPLETION OF THE FORESHORE DREDGING, TIMESCALE FOR COMPLETION OF THE "TEMPORARY WORKING AREA" OR TIMESCALE FOR COMPLETION OF THE "TEMPORARY WORKING AREA" LAYOUT DRAWINGS

KEY:
- TRIM TO MP LIMITS
- ABOVE GROUND STRUCTURES TO BE REMOVED
- BOROUGH GRAINDARY
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TEMPORARY SLIPWAY LAYOUT

Level to Match Existing Foreshore

The Point, 7th Floor, Paddington, London W2 1AF

Thames Water Utilities

 tempary CSO site is complete.

The purpose of constructing and operating the Thames Tunnel Project is to improve effluent disposal in the Thames and reduce flood risk. The information shown on this drawing may be subject to change and is not to be reproduced or reproduced in any form.

NOTES:
1. Areas of landscaping not shown, landscaping design subject to detailed design.
2. Existing surfacing, pavement or carriageway subject to detailed design.
3. All temporary and subject to detailed design.
4. The slipway is proposed as a temporary access route for the slipway at Putney Bridge.

Temporary Slipway Layout
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Wandsworth - Croydon - Putney Bridge

- Putney Bridge Foremore
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London Borough of Wandsworth

Key:

- Proposed temporary slipway:
- Proposed temporary slipway location, side with an A.
- Proposed slipway location, side with a B.
- Proposed surfacing:
- Proposed underground structure.
- Proposed roadworks.
- Proposed ground structure:
- Existing slipway level (shown in B - Addon Tunnel, Datum).
- Existing survey level (shown in B - Addon Tunnel, Datum).
- Proposed level (shown in B - Addon Tunnel, Datum).
- Proposed level:
- Proposed surfacing: